
àO 91 (R:v. 08/09) Criminal Complaint

UNITED STATES D ISTRICT COURT
for the

Southern District of Florida

United States of America

V.

TAYYAB TAHIR ISMAIL,

Defendantls)

CRIMINAL COD LAINT

1, the complainant in this case, state that the following is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

On or about the datets) of 01/01/2018-12/12/2018 in the county of Broward in the

Southern District of Florlda , the defendantts) violated:

Code Section Offense Delerl//foa

)

) ) v -&5-tr- Vp-n) Case No.
)
)
)

18 u,s,c. j 842 (p)(2)
Dlstributing Information Pertalnlng to the Manufacture or Use of an Explosive,
Destructlve Devlce, or W eapon of Mass Destruction.

This criminal complaint is based on these facts:

SEE AU ACHED AFFIDAVIT.

W conunued on the attached sheet.

Complainant 's açfpwor:

Sneclal Acent Matthew Z. Schemnn, FBI
Printedname and title

Judge 'z signature

Honorable Patrlck M. Hunt, U.S. Magistra-t-e
Printedname and ff/le

Swom to before me and signed in my presence.
. 

1

$zty,) 14Date:

City and state; Fort Lauderdale, Florida
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AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF

CRIM INAL COM-PLWINT AND ARREST W ARRANT

1, Special Agent Matthew Z. Schempp of the Federal Bureau of lnvestigation (hereafter

FBI), being duly sworn, hereby depose and state the following:

INTRODUCTION

This affidavit is submitted in support of a criminal complaint and arrest warrant1.

for Tayyab Tahir ISMAIL (hereinafter $tISMAIL'').

2. Based on my training and experience, and the facts contained below, I submit there

is probable cause to believe that ISM AIL knowingly distributed inform ation pertsirling to, in

whole or in part, the manufacture or use of an explosive, destructive device, or weapon of mass

destruction, with the intent that the information be used for, or in furtherance of, an activity that

constitutes a federal crime of violence, in violation of 1 8 U.S.C. j 842û942).

I nm a Special Agent with the FBI, assigned to the FBI's Minmi Field Oftke. I

have been employed by the FBI since August 2014, and have served in the M inmi Field Office for

the entirety of that tim e subsequent to the completion of my training. For the past two years, l

have been assigned to the Joint Terrorism Task Force in the M ismi Field Offke. As an FBI Agent,

I have been the case agent for, or participated in, numerous counterterrorism investigations, to

include serdng as a case agent for a mass casualty terrorism investigation of a suspected

homegrown violent extremist that resulted in a successful prosecution of the subject. During the

course of these investigations, I have exnmined materials posted on the Intemet by terrorist

orgarlizations; reviewed emails, blogs, and other Internet-based communications authored and

maintained by members and supporters of terrorist organizations; conducted or participated in

surveillance; the drafting and execution of arrest and search warrants; and, the debriefing of
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Through my training
, education, and experience, I have

become fsmiliar with the mnnner in which individu
als engaged in terrorist activity operate and

communicate, and some of the methods that are used to conceal

terrorist activity.

The facts in this aë davit come from my personal observati
ons, my training and

experiences and information obtained 9om other agents
, 1aw enforccment personnel, and

evidence of participation in

4.

witnesses. Unless otherwise noted
, wherever in this am davit I recount a statement

, including

informants and undercover employees
.

written statements made by another person
, that statement is recounted in relevant part

. Statcments

in quotation marks are bmsed on preliminary transcriptions
s review, or intermetations of

commllnications, a11 of which may be subject to revision.

Because this affidavit is being submitted for the limited purpose of obtaining a

criminal complaint and arrest warrant
, it does not include each and every fact observed by me or

known to the govemment. I have set forth only those facts necessary to support a finding of

probable cause.

SUM M ARY OF THE EVIDENCE

On at le%t five occasions in or around July, August, and September 2018, ISM AIL posted

bomb making instructions on a M obile Messaging Platfonn. ISM AIL was a member of various

rooms within the platform and each of these rooms contained members who support violentjihad.

lnvestigators compared the Google searches by ISM AIL to the activity that he then conducted in

the Mobile M essaging Platform. On many occasions, a Google search wms done and then within

minutes, the snme material was posted to the platfonn. The evidence described below details how

this investigation has revealed that ISM AIL is the user of various em ail addresses
, the creator and

user of one W ebsite and the individual who posted the bomb m aking instructions
.

2
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RELEVANT LAW

6. Title 18, United States Code, Section 8421) (2) provides that:

lt shall be tmlawful for any person to distribute by any means i
nformation

perfnining to, in whole or in parq the manufacture or use of an explosive
, destmctived

evice, or weapon of mass destruction
, with the intent that the information be used

for, or in furtherance of, an activity that constitutes a federal crime of violence.

The term tçexplosive'' means glmpowders
, powders used for blasting, a11 forms ofhi

gh explosives, blasting materials
, slzes (other than electdc circuit breakers)

,detonators, and other detonating agents
, smokeless powders, other explosive or

incendiary devices.

The term dtdestructive device'' means any explosive
, incendiary, or poison gas

,including
, but not limited to, a bomb or grenade.

Tht term çiweapon of mass destruction'' means any destructive device; any weapon

that is designed or intended to cause death or serious bodily injury through the
releases dissemination, or impact of toxic or poisonous chemicals

, or their
precursors; any weapon involving biological agent, toxin, or vector; or any weapon
that is designed to release radiation or radioactivity at a level dangerous to hllman
life.

18 U.S.C. j 8424.1942).

PROBABLE CAUSE

Background

7. ISM M L was born on December 29, 1984,in Pakistan, and he is a natm alized

United Statts citizen. ISM M L resides in the Southem  District of Florida.

8. n e FBI initially became aware of an individual later identified as Tayyab Tahir

ISMML (hereinafter t<ISMAIL'') in October 2010 when a complainant reported to the FB1 that

ISM AIL had made terroristic threats at a homeless shelter. SpeciGcally, ISM AIL allegedly stated

the government kept Americans drugged to keep them lmaware of what the government was doing.

ISMAIL stated he wms an (iAI Qaeda soldier'' and used the phrage, ççblow it up.'' W hen IVM AIL

3
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was insulted by a female
, he stated Siwe tlu'ow women like her in the ditch

.'' Finally, he reportedly

discussed how to make a bomb with baking soda
, metal, a battery, and water in ajar.

Between July 2015 and April 2016
, ISM AIL was a close mssociate of James

Gonzalo M edina. On April 29
, 2016, M edina was arrested for attempting to use a we

apon of mass

destruction and his target was a synagogue in Aventura
, Florida. He was ultimately sentenced to

25 years in prison. Prior to Medina's arrest
, he had been homeless and ISM M L provided him a

place to live. During that time
, ISM AIL and Medina engaged in a number of conversati

ons about

radicalization and other related topics
. ISMAIL repeatedly provided dogmatic justitication for

violent jihad and even conducted firearms training with Medina
.

l 0. ln June 201 5, during the investigation that1ed to Medina's arrest
, ISM AIL

discussed with a reliable FBI confidential hllman source (hereinafter
, StCHS'') his disdain for the

United States and his desire to travel to and live in Stthe Caliphate'' aAer its creatio
n. Based on my

training and exm rience, I recognize that during the summer of 2015
, i'the Caliphate'' to be a

reference to the designated foreign terrorist organization (hereinaher :tFTO'') known as the Islsmic

State in Iraq and al Shpm (hereinaher $$ISIS'').ISMAIL repeatedly referred to Anwar al-Aulaqil

as a hero, noted that he regularly listened to al-Aulaqi's lectures
, and stated his desire to travel to

conductjihad at some point in time. ISMAIL also described jihad as an Islamic duty
, stating that

içhypocrisy is when one refllses to go to jihad.'' He later stated he believed in following the

Rprophet's'' wish to die performing jihad. Notably, ISMAIL voiced support for ISIS
, stating they

! Anwar al-Aulaqi was an extremist ideologue and a leader in al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (hereinaAe
r ItAQAP''I.

an al Qaeda amliate located in Yemen, who was killed in a United States drone strike in Yemen in late-september
201 l . Al-Aulaqi was a prolific producer of English-language jihadist propaganda

, which, even aAer his deatlh
continues to inspire individuals to pmicipate in violentjihad.

4
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did good things in Syria and that he had considered joining ISIS. He discussed ISIS fulfilling

prophesies about reestablishing the Caliphate and described westemers as ççkuffar,''z comparing

them to animals.

1 1. Atthe time, ISMAIL was in possession of multiple tirearms, which Medina initially

plnnned to usv in his attack against the synagogue. Aware of the weapons potentially accessible

to Medina, investigators directed to suggest that Medina consider his tMedina'sl altemate plan of

using a weapon of mass destruction instead of firearms.

12. On the day Medina attempted to bomb the synagogue, ISMAIL lenrned of Medina's

planq to move forward and conduct the attack, but he did not alert 1aw enforcem ent. After

M edina's arrest, law enforcement requested that ISM AIL voltmtarily surrender his firearms, and

he complied. During their interaction with ISM AIL, agents obtained a cellular telephone nllmber

to contact him. As of the date of this affidavit, law enforcement is still in possession of ISMAIL'S

WeaPOnS.

In December 2017, ISMAIL returned to the United States from Pakistnn. During

an interview upon his return, law enforcement discovered that ISMAIL possessed three digital

copies of Dabiq magazine, all online English language propaganda product published by ISIS.

ISM M L'S Use of Google W ebsite and Email Accotmts

14. In July 2015, while discussing his desire to pm icipate in global jihad with a CHS,

ISM AIL directed the CHS to a website, https:/

(hereinafter the 'dWebsite''). ISMAIL noted that he had created the Website and controlled access

2 ttKuFar'' is a kansliterated Arabic term used to defme non-Muslims; the term is derogatory in nature and essentially

refers to non-M uslims as disbelievers.
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to it. According to ISMM L, the Website contained various items of jihadi propaganda. An FBI

review of the W ebsite revealed dozens of links to issues of 3, Dabiq
, and other publications

either nm by or directly supporting FTOs (including 1S1S); hadiths supporting violent jihad

coupled with commentary by ISMAIL; links to al Qaeda training manuals; videos of jihadi

operations; and scores of additional links to sites devoted to violent jihad. According to Google

records, the W ebsite was established on or about July 25, 2014, and was affiliated with Google

email accotmt user20l406280l02@gmail.com (hereinafter <iEmail#1'').

15. Also in 2015, the FBI learned ISM M L utilized email address tayyab254

@gmail.com (hereinsfter $tEmail#2'').ISMAIL provided Email#z on his United States passport

application. Pursuant to Google records, Email/o was created on or about M ay 30, 2007, and was

still active as of November 4, 2018. A user of Google accounts normally has access to several

Google Services, including but not limited to: Gmail,

Searches and Google Sites.

Google Docs, Google Drive, Google

ISM AIL'S Use of M obile M essacinc Applications

16. In or about early November 201 8, the FBI conducted an open source search of a

known mobile messaging platform (hereinafter i(MMP'') and identified a mobile messaging

account (hereinafter iiMMA1'') tied to ISMAIL'S known telephone number/ B%ed on a review

of reporting provided by an FBI employee acting in an undercover capacity (hereinafter (&UC-I '')

regarding the MMP, the FBI located another mobile messaging account (hereinafter çiMMA2'')

3 is an English language jihadi propaganda magazine produced by AQAP, an FTO.

4 As indicated above in paragraph 9, the FBI was in contact with ISMAIL and obtained a telephone number he utilia d.

In or around Novemberzol8, telephone company records confirmedthat ISMAIL continued to subscribe to and utilize

the known telephone number.

6
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believed to be utilized by ISM AIL. The investigation has revealed that the user of M M A2 posted

links to the W ebsite on at least two separate occasions to private, encrypted chat rooms, as detailed

below. Further, the usernnme affiliated with M M A2 is similar to other usernnmes known to be

utilized by ISMAIL. Given M MAl's affiliation with ISM AIL'S known telephone number and

MMAz's multiple references to the Website, I submit there is reason to believe ISMAIL is the

user of both MM AI and M MAZ. ln addition, as detailed in paragraphs 23 and 24, the user of

MMA2 and Emai1#2 (ISMAIL'S true nnme email account) concurrently conducted nearly identical

activities online, thereby corroborating the re%onable belief that ISMAIL is the user of M MAZ.

Evidence that ISMAIL is the user of Emails l-3 and the W ebsite

17. On or about December 4, 2018, Google provided transactional information

indicating Email#l, Email#z, and user201806090055@gmai1.com (hereinaAer t$Emai1#3''),

among other email accounts not referenced herein, were linked by account cookie information.

Based on my training and experience, l have knowledge that providers such as Google use cookies

and similar technologies to track users visiting Google's webpages and using its products and

services. Basically, a çtcookie'' is a small file containing a string of characters that a website

attempts to place onto a user's computer. W hen that computer visits again, the website will

recognize the cookie and thereby identify the snme user who visited before. This sort of

teclmology can be used to track users across multiple websites and online services belonging to

Google. More sophisticated cookie technology can be used to identify users across devices and

web browsers. Based upon this, there is reason to believe that the snme person is the user of a1l

three email accounts and the W ebsite. Further, based upon ISM AIL telling the CHS that he created

and controlled the W ebsite. there is re%on to believe that ISM AIL is the user of a11 of these email

accounts and W ebsite.

7
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ISM AIL'S Goozle Searches

18. 0n December l l , 20l 8, investigators received the results of a search warrant to

Google for the activity of ISM AIL.0n or about January 1 and 2, 2018, according to a review of

Google records related to Emai1#2, ISMAIL conducted a series of searches, to include: (a)

searching for ithadith justifying terrorism,'' then visiting a website purportedly providing the

religious foundations of suicide bombings; (b) searching for ttlnmes Medinw'' then visiting

websites containing stories of Medina's arrest; (c) searching for tçproviding material support to a

foreign terrorist organizations'' then visiting the Cornell Law website which outlines United States

Code; and (d) searching for tkharged with having extremist views,'' then visiting websites

pertaining to Anjem Choudarys, Omar Mateen6, and the individual convicted of plotting to behead

consewative blogger Pnmela Geller7. ISMAIL conducted further searches for Geller, to include

voter registration information in Florida and New York, both states wherein Geller has lived.

19. A review of Google records related to Emai1#2 further revealed ISMAIL'S support

of ISIS, to include hundreds of intemet searches for ISIS propaganda, radical jihadi scholars,

methods of sharing illegal domlments/teclmical security, and methods of violence, to include bomb

making instructions, suicide vest instructions, vehicle-born improvised explosive device

manufacturing instructions, and firearms rentals. More searches were conducted for hadiths

5 In or arotmd July 2016, Anjem Choudary was convicted in a British court for inviting support to ISIS.

6 On or about June 12, 2016, Omar Mateen conducted a terrorist attack at a gay club in Orlando, Florida, killing 49

people. During the attack, M ateen pledged allegiance to ISIS.

7 In or m'ound October 2017, David W right was convided of plotling to behead Pamela Geller on behalf of ISIS.

Geller was targeted based on her sponsoring of trraw Prophet M ohammad'' contests. Bastd on training and

experience, Your Affiant knows it is against Islam to depict the Prophet M ohammad, and Geller's contest were seen

as a direct ae ont to lslam.

8
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justifying violentjihad, terroriqm, hostage taking, and in some cases violence specifkally targeting

wom en and children of fçkuffar.'' In many instances, ISM AIL visited the web pages which were

produced as a result of the searches. The following are limited, characteristic exnmples of the terms

searched: On January 1, 201 8, ISMAIL searched for ''hadithjustifying terrorism''. On January 11,

2018, ISMAIL searched for ('abu chemical bomb manual pdf'. On June 9, 2018, ISMAIL searched

for tdsahaba' permitted killing.women and children''. On June 16, 2018, ISM AIL searched for tial

qaeda traininpmanual''. On July 16, 2018, ISMAIL searched for $thow to build suicide bomb.vest'',

Sisuicide vest instructions'' and içcar.bomb.instmctions'' within approximately a one hour period.

20. Continued review of Google records revealed in Decem ber 2017, while in Pakistnn

and in the days immediately following his return to the United States from Pakistan, ISMAIL

conducted a series of intemet searches. Based on training and experience, Yotlr Affiant knows the

content of these searches (weapons research, research into the dogmatic permissibility of killing

civilians within lslnm, and research into canceling subscription services and the elimination of

debt, pursuant to final judgement as a Muslim) to be topics consistent with pre-operational steps

tnken before a terrorist act. Specifk search terms included: On December 26, 2018, ISMAIL

searched for ç'black tlags best weapons in the world islnm,'' tshadith killing civilians,'' tçhow to

cancel nmazon freshs'' çthow to cancel ittmes,'' Sthow to cancel la fhness,'' and 'lhow will debt be

9 ,Njudged.onjudgenaent day .

: Based on my training and experience, I know the ddsahaba'' to be the companions of the Prophet Mohammad, and

understands that the practices of the sahaba are considered especially ordained within Islam, bœsed on their close

association with the Prophet M ohammad.

9 Based on my eaining and experience, I know '' is a website which provides questions and answers in

accordance with Salati school of thought within Islam. Salafism is considered the most conservative view of lslam.

9
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ISM AIL on M obile M essaginc Platform

ISM AIL, utilizing M M A2, pm icipated in n'lmerous encrypted chat rooms on

M MP. I conducted a review of UC-I reporting pertaining to three specifc chat rooms, described

below, in which ISMAIL prolitkally posted content in support of violent jihad, ISIS, and FTOs:

a.

amliates, chat room which includes posts of ISIS news publications and videos, justitications for

jihad, photographs of Eghters, and bomb-making instructions. ISMAIL, using MMA2, is the most

prolific poster within M MRI. The FBl assesses that as of in or about November 2018, more th%

Mobile Messaging Room 1 (hereinafter fç 1'3 is a pro ISIS, and ISIS

50% of the over approximately 3,000 posts in this chat room were made by ISM AIL using MM A2.

b. Mobile Messaging Room 2 (hereinafter $çMMR7'') is a pro ISIS chat room

which includes posts of ISIS news publications, justitications forjihad, encouragement to conduct

jihad, and safety instnzctions for dealing with explosives. ISMAIL'S pnrticipation in MMRZ is

detailed below.

Mobile Messaging Room 3 (hereinafter çtMMR.3'') is supportive of ISIS and

otherjihadist groups. While many of the posts were made in a foreign language, English language

posts consisted of reports from battlefields from thejihadist group's perspective, publications from

jihadist groups, justifkations for violent jihad, and bomb-making instructions. ISMAIL'S

participation in MMR3 is detailed below.

22. According to a review of UC-I reporting, ISM AIL, using M M AZ, posted the

following:

10
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a.

titled, ç 10 and .''

b. On or about July 29, 2018, in M MRI, ISMAIL posted a link to the W ebsite

titled, .'3

c. On or about September 18, 2018, in MMRI, ISMAIL posted a photo of

On or about July 1, 20l 8, in MMR3, ISM AIL posted a link to the W ebsite

New York's Statue of Liberty being targeted by ISIS in a drone attack.

d, On or about September 28, 20l 8, in MMRZ, ISMAIL shared a message

whick in part, stated the following: $dTo all our brethren who live in Daz al-kuffur and who can

not make hijra to the lslnmic state.. .strike the enemy in their own land of infidelity. . ,Kil1 them

where you will with them. . .Remember our brothers who responded to the call in the W est and

Europe - in Orlando Florida in the country that leads the cross-coalition where more than 50

sodomites were eliminatedll. ..You are surrounded by methods to hit them...K.ill the devil's

soldiers without hesitation. M ake them bleed even in their own homes. ..Have multiple tools on

hand - stzike crowds - gatherings - parties - public squares - a1l places where the kuffar

concentrate to tx sgress - take a car and roll them without fear - take a knife and make them

bleed as many as possible - hit them with a strong Explosion...There are plenty of methods to

attack my brother - Take poison in injections and enter malls and inject products with poison - At

night come out and cause the fire of houses.. .take a gun and go away and attack Like a sniper to

the whole kuffar within reach.. .''

IQ Based on my training and experience, l am aware that the Sllslamic Sote'' is another name used to identify ISIS.

11 Based on training and experience, Your Affiant believes the reference to the usodomites'' killed in Orlando, Florida,

to be a reference to the terrorist attack cûnducted by Omar M ateen at Pulse nightclub - a gay club - in June of 2016.
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A comparison of UC-I reporting documenting ISM AIL'S activity using M M A2

with Google records related to Em ail/o , revealed ISMAIL, while using Google services related to

Email#z, reseazched propaganda, then, using MMAZ
, posted thc propaganda to the listed MMR in

23.

a matter of minutes. His activity included, but was not limited to
, the following:

a. On or about July 12, 2Ol 8, at approximately 10:34 p
.m . UTC, ISM AIL

visited the website 
..

Approximately seven minutes later, ISMAIL, using MM A2, posted the same to the website, titled

12'5 as well as a PDF of the docllment
, to M MM .

At the beginning of the document, al-Aulaqi wrote
, itlihad today is obligatory on every capable

M uslim. So as a M uslim who wants to please Allah it is your duty to find ways to practice it and

support it.'' For exnmple, in addition to wanting to become a martyr
, al-Aulaqi suggested

supporting jihad through ftmdraising/financing, providing moral supporq encomaging others to

sght, protecting the mujahideen kaining, etc.

b. On or about July 12, 2018, at approximately 10:55 p.m . UTC, ISMAIL

searched for $139 W ays To Serve and Participate in Jihad'' and visited related wtbsites
.

Approximately nine m inutes later, ISM AIL, using M M AZ, posted a document titled $

pdf'' to M M R3.

c. On or about July 14, 2018 at approximately 5:44 mm . UTC, ISM AIL visited

the website

:. Approximately tkee minutes later, ISM AIL, using

12 uAwlaki'' is a known alternate spelling for dsAulaqi
y'' as previously identified herein.

1 2
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MMAZ, posted a nearly identical website and the document titled
, 
&

3,. to M M R3.

d. On or about July 16, 2018, at approximately 7:02 mm . UTC, ISMAIL

searched for ldat-tibyan permissibility suicide,'' then visited the website

Approximately 46 minutes later, ISM AIL, using

M M AZ, posted the same website and the document titled t

'' to M M R3.

On or about July 18, 2018, at approximately 7:44 mm. UTC
, ISM AIL

searched for and visited the website

Approximately one minute later, ISMAIL, using M MAZ, posted a document titled ç

dtl15'' to MMR3.P

f. On or about July 1 8, 2018, at approxim ately 8:10 a.m . UTC, ISM AIL

searchtd fo# and visited the website

1: Based on kaining and experience
, Your Affiant knows is a pro-lslamic State

Ebook; the subtitle states, .'' The contents include a history of globaljihad
written from the perspective of jihadis, as well as information on physical fitness laining, operational security
recommendations for evading detection, and methods for conducting terrorist attacks.

14 Based on training and experience, Your Affiant believes %

J published by ., is a document which provides the Islamic justitkation for the
permissibility of martyrdom operations. 1t.s synopsis states, <<... martyrdom operations are permissible

, and in fact the
Mujahid who is killed in these is better th% the one who is killed fighting in the rimks, for there are degrees even
amongst the martyrs, corresponding to their role. action effon, and risk undertaken.''

15 Based on my laining and experience
, I understand é '' to be an approximately 44

page English-language document on how to recruit secular and moderate Muslims into the globaljihadist movement.

l 3
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'
. Approximately

eight minutes later, ISM M L, using MMAZ
, posted a document titled the

Wtst.pdf,l6'' to MM R3.

ISMAIL'S Posting of Bomb-making Instructions

24. Continued comparison of UC-I reporting docllmenting ISMAIL'S activity using

MM M  with Google rccords related to Email#z revealed ISMAIL
, while using Google services

related to Email#z, researched bomb-making instructions
, then, using MM AZ, posted the bomb-

making instmctions to the MMR on the same date
. Specifically:

a. On or about July 15, 20 18, at approximately 1 1:10 p
.m. UTC, ISMAIL

searched for and visited the website,

Approximately 27 minutes later, ISM AIL,

using MMA2, posted the snme link to M MR3; the underlying document was titled
,

Course By 17 (May Allah have

Mercy upon him) Published Media Front.'' The FBI notes

that ISM AIL included an alternative link PDF file for download
,

(hereinafter ttAlternative Link''). On or

16 Based on my taining and experience
, l understand d ,'' to be a pro

ISIS guide which provides explicit ins% ctions to lslamic extremists living in the west
. The inloduction states, GBeing

an undercover agent requires knowledgt and skills. IN this book, you will be taught these skills. YOU will be taught;
how to live a double-life, how to keep your Secret life private

. how to survive in a threatening land, how you can Arm
and stengthen the Muslims when the time for Jihad comes to your country

, and neighborhood. In simple terms, âom
this guide book - you will learn how to become a Sleeper-cell which activates at the right time when the Ummah
needs you.'' The guide includes inseuctions for evading detection in person and online

, physical training,
weapons/mctics training, and bomb-making.

17 Abu Khabbab al Misri was allegedly an explosives expert for al Qai'da.

14
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about November 21, 2018, the FBI queried the open source internet for Altemative Link (described

above in paragraph 22(a)). The Google site revealed that $

'' was posted on or about July 15 by Email#3
,

the same month and day ISMAIL (a) researched the document using Google services related to

Email/o, and (b) posted the same docllment in MMR3 using MMAZ
.

b. 0n or about July 16, 2018, at approximately 12:50 a.m. UTC, ISM M L

searched for and visited the website

At approximately 5:06 a.m .

the same day, ISMAIL, using MM A2
, posted the website

œ  to
MMM .

c. On or about July 16, 2018, at approximately 5:28 mm . UTC, ISMAIL

searched for 4 version 2000
,,9 then immediately visited a related website. At

approximately 5:37a.m. UTC the same day
, ISM AIL, using M M AZ, posted the document

.pdf'' to MMR3.

Approximately 44 minutes later, ISMAIL posted a website link for

an article titled, t 
,'' then listed the

following description of the video, Et-l-he video shows how to build the bomb vest 
, a

plastic explosive that has military and construction applications, It is a favorite of terrorists due to

its Iight weight and ease of concealment. The Libyan operatives who destroyed Pan Am Flight

1: Based on my trainhlg and experience
, l understand . is a book that

contains ins% ctions for the mmmfacture of explosives and related weapons
.

15
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103 over Lockerbie, Scotland in 1988 used , which is readily available for sale on the dark

web. A raid in the Czech Republic last year netted 220 lbs. of the explosive that was slated to be

sold on the black market. . .In the video, Arabic instmctions give the user a step-by-step guide to

assembling the suicide vest's components, including

'
,, At the same time an

ins% ctor assembles the components, while an lslnmic nasheed (chant) is ileard in the background

singing aboutjihad against the unbelievers.''

25. A review of UC-I reporting revealed on or about August 23, 2018, at approximately

6:51 p.m. UTC, ISMAIL, using M MM , posted the documtnttitled

to M M RI. A review of Google records pertaining to

Email#z revealed approximately three minutes later the same day, ISM AIL searched for and

visited the website

19

a. On or about August 22, 2018, a different user within M M RI had posted a

video produced by ., a known ISIS media outlet, titled t .''

A review of the video reveals animation/graphics of tighting and captions which read, in parq

œ ''

19

20 B%ed on my eaining and experience, I undersund the term çsistislthadi'' to refer to suicide attacks.

16
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On or about August 23, 2018, prior to ISM AIL'S posting of the bomb-

making ins% ctions, another member of M MRI had posted a message referencing a speech given

by ISIS leadership. The m ember stated, StW hen you compare speeches by lslsmic State leaderships

and (other known FTOs) you see speech by lslnmic State is so balanced. It has hope for Muslims

in general. It has promise of tests and victories for mujahideen of Islnmic State. It has Dawah to

b.

kibes and other nmong rebels who are weakening Jihad and Khilafah
. lt has incitement for

Muslims towards Jihad. It has threats for Kuffar and Murtadeen. It hms encouragement for

M uslims who are supporting Islnmic State tbrough media. lt has something for whole world in

it ''

C.

given by Abu Bnkt al-Baghdadi, the known leader of ISIS
, titled (

'' Based on my training and experience, I understand tbnt within the speech
, al-Baghdadi

called upon individuals to recommit to a true passion for mm yrdom
, and urged ISIS' followers in

the United States to conduct attacks. ISMAIL also posted a tdruling on one who seeks to divide

the muslims when they are united,'' which stated, S1Kill a1l of them
. I heard the messenger of Allah

say: W hen you are holding to one single m an as your leader, you should kill who seeks to

Also on August 23, 2018, ISM AIL posted
, within MM RI, an audio sm ech

tmdermine your solidarity or dismpt yolzr unity.''

d. Further, in the homs after posting the bomb-making instructions on August

23, 2018, ISM AIL posted multiple messages explaining the rewards a martyr would receive after

their death, to include but not limited to a place in Paradise, forgiveness of sins, and 72 wives.

ISMM L also posted ,'' described in foomote 16 above. 'l'he cover of

:9 gtategy t

., sased on my

17
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training and experience, I understand the :icrusader armies'' to be a reference to the nrmies of

W estem nations, including the United States.

26. A review of UC-I reporting further revealed that, on or about September 17
, 2018,

at approximately 3:27 p.m. UTC, ISMAIL, using M MAZ, posted a video depicting step-by-step

instructions on how to construct a bomb in a kitchen to M MRI. An FB1 review of the video

revealed the instructor in the video wearing a black balaclava to conceal his face and cnmouflage

military fatigues. Tkoughout portions of the video, a smatl graphic of a black flag generally

synonymous with ISIS is visible in the comer of the video. Based on my training and experience,

I believe the above referenced video was likely a segment from a longer video titled
, 
ç

.'' ln addition to the bomb-making tutorial, the tmabridged video

contained vadous demonstrations on how to kill victims face to face; various individuals appear

to be murdered during the production of these demonstrations.

a. On or about September 22, 2018 (within a week of posting the bomb-

mnking instructions refertnced above in paragraph 26), ISMAIL posted, in MMRI, a video titled

d 
.'' Based on my training and experience, I understnnd this video was published

by ', a known ISIS media outlet. A review of the video revealed an Arabic

speaker calling upon jihadis in Euppe, the United States, and elsewhere, to launch attacks against

civilians. n e video depicted nllmerous violent terrorist attack scenes, to include severed heads;

the subtitles read, ç

watch them die.''

27. Based on my training, experience, and review of M M RI, I tmderstand the other

memG rs of MMRI to be supporters of ISIS and violent jihad. Therefore, I submit there is cause

18
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to believe ISM AIL posted the bom b-making instructions intending the instructions be used to

conduct a crime of violence in support of ISIS and violentjihad.

Exnert Oninion Provided by the FBI Explosives Unit

28. 0n or about December 7, 2018, FBI explosives examiners provided professional

opinions regarding the explosives instructions posted by ISM AIL. According to the information

provided, was previously been evaluated by the Explosives Unit.

It contains numerous discussions related to explosives production, incendiary materials, and

explosives or incendiary device construction. Several of the formulations or recipes for explosives

are viable. < '' also contains information on the construction of

Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) also known as homemade bombs or destructive devices.

Many of the IED discussion sections provide accurate directions to constnzct a viable IED, or parts

of an IED; however many safety steps are omitted or not covered by the author. Properly

constm cted, assem bled and initiated the IEDS covered in these discussions can cause property

damage, bodily injury or death.

29. Regarding the other written instructions posted by ISMAIL, on or about

December 7, 2018, qualified FBl Explosives Exnminers reviewed the following material from a

reference database maintained by the FB1 Laboratory Explosives Unit: ' ''

$ 99 j)y

and . Each of the#

referenced documents conuins potentially valid instnzctions for the manufacttlre of an explosive

m aterial. Each of the referenced documents also contains potentially valid ins% ctions for the

construction of an improvised explosive device (IED) or an improvised incendiary device, also

known as destructive devices. M any of the lED discussion sections provide accurate directions to

19
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construct a viable IED, or parts of an IED; however many safety steps are omitted or not covered

by the author. Properly cons% cted, assembled and initiated the IEDS covered in these discussions

can cause property dnmage, bodily injury or death.

ISMAIL'S Advice on Evadinc Law Enforcement Detection

30. Google records and UC-I reporting revealed ISMAIL utilized multiple methods in

order to commlmicate in a manner ISMAIL believed would hide his true identity in order to evade

deteclion by law entbrcement. Such methods appear to include but were not limited to using

MMM , Topi, VPNs22 and possibly non-attributable devices, in accordance with guidance

provided by ISIS. For exsmple:

a. On or about September 17, 2018, ISMAIL,using M5tA2, posted a

docllment to MMRI detailing how ttmujahideen'' can reach ççmaximttm privacy within (MMP).''

ISM M L posted screenshots of what appear to be pages within the doolment; the text recommends

altematives to MMP for secure messaging on Android and iOS devices, to include Chatsecure.

According to the posted screenshot, Chatsecure is a free and open source messaging app that

provides encryption and allows the user to securely connect to existing Google accounts.

b. On or about September 17, 2018, according to a review of Google records,

ISM M L searched for, içhow to use chatsecurej'' then watched a You Tube video. ISMAIL also

21 Based on my kaining and experience, I know TOR is an Internet privacy tool that is designed to stop people,

including govemment agencies and comorations, 9om learning the user's location or eacking the user's browsing

habits.

22 Based on my eaining and experience, I understand a Vic al Private Network (VPN) to be a private and secme
environment within the Internet itself which allows one to send and receive messages and data while maintaining the
privacy and secrecy of a private network. Further, I understand those who utilize VPNS believe they are able to browse

completely anonymously online and access otherwise unavailable content.

20
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searched for ûssecure encrypted vpn chat rooms,'' then visited the websit

On or about September 21, 2018,

following to M M R2: 1:1 have TOR . Download TOR app to cover yotlr tracks, to cover your IP

address. Insha'Allahz3. Also APK app to change permissions on a11 apps to keep them from taking

ISM AIL, using M M AZ, posted the

your information...You can get free fake phone number from Google voice. And you can use

(another Mobile Messaging Platform) on Desktop using TOR or VPN to hide IP address tracks.

lnsha'M lah.'' ISM AIL then encom aged others to 4tcheck out'' a named p oup on M M P that is

affiliated with ..24

d. On or about October 5, 2018, ISMAIL conducted a series of searches for

istracfone,'' étfake phone mlmbery'' tsno contract mobile '' and ttiphone app for setting app

perm issions.'os Subsequent to ISM AIL'S October 5tb, 2018, searches and continuing to present,

Google records do not reveal further searches related to violent jihad nor ISIS propaganda.

Based on my training and experience, 1 have knowledge that individuals engaged

in criminal activity utilize multiple methods in order to commllnicate in a marmer believed to be

not directly attributable to the individual in order to evade detection by 1aw enforcement.

Additionally, such individuals utilize deliberate tools and techniques to disseminate contraband

23 iklnsha' Allah'' is a common, transliterated Arabic expression meaning EtAllah willinp'' or t'lf Allah wills it.'' Bascd

on my taining and experience, I understand the use of the expression connotes a fundamental tenet of Islam, that

everything occurs according to Allah's will.

24 Based on my training and exptrience, I understand ISIS media releases describe

goal is 'sunifying teclmical and security efforts, and uniting the ranks of the mujahideen's supporters.''

25 Based on my kaining and experience, I understand that enabling or disabling application pcrmissions within a

mobile device will either allow or disallow the applicatiûn to rdain certain types of information &om the mobile

device.
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materials. Further, based on my training and experience, I tmderstnnd that ISIS, through EHF and

other publications, has provided detailed guidance on the secure use of encrypted mobile

messaging platforms to its consmners with the objective of enabling them to evade 1aw

enforcement scmtiny supporting terrorist actions. Specitkally, Your Affsant submits ISMM L'S

stattd actions indicate his intent to (a) use encryption to evade 1aw enforcement, and (b) teach and

encourage others to use encryption to evade 1aw enforcement.

CONCLUSION

32.

the Southern District of Florida, and elsewhere, knowingly distributed inform ation pertaining to,

in whole or in part, the manufacture or use of an explosives destmctive device, or weapon of mass

destruction, with the intent that the information be used for, or in furtherance of, an activity that

Based on the above, 1 submit there is probable cause to believe that ISMM L, in

constitutes a federal crime of violence, in violation of l 8 U.S.C. 9 842419(2).

ISPACE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANKI
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33. Accordingly, your affiant respectfully requests that the Court issue a criminnl

complaint and arrest warrant for ISM M L.

l declare tmder penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

M a ew Z. Schempp

Sptmal Agtnt
Federal Bureau of Investigation

. 1S
wom and subscdbed to me this t 1 day of Decem 201E.

HONOM BLE PATRICK M . T
UNITED STATES M AGISTM TE JUDGE
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